FLED: Fall 2013 II

Old Business:
OPI scheduled by Kelly at ? semester

New Business:
FLED EdTAP Lesson Plans
GACE Content, eligibility time, two times for VSU
2999 updates
FLED BlazeView / agenda and minutes
FLED Advisory Committee / Coordination with districts
FLED 3500: New Assessment (VSU MCL ACTFL Teaching Rubric) or Keys?
Teacher Candidate Keys Observation Instrument (Pilot, Spring 2014)
New COEHS Concern Form

ACTFL:
1) familiarized with edTPA rubrics before, use 6-9 with videos or in class
2) time-consuming, expanded role of supervisor
3) eliminate one assessment (culture paper?)
4) advanced low discussion
5) no more option C
6) new low enrollment option (5 or less in 3 years)
7) each state has 1-3 options for accreditation
8) OPIc

Other Business